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MOST IMPORTAT QUESTION ABM PAPER 1



1:-One precautionary motive for holding excess cash is to…..

a. Enable a Co. to meet the cash demands from the normal flow of

business activity

b. Enable a Co. to avail itself of a special inventory purchase before

prices rise to higher levels

c. Enable a Co. to have the cash to meet any emergency that may

arise periodically

d. Avoid having to use the different types of lending arrangements

that are available to cover projected cash deficits

C



2:-Sales Maximizations is suitable for …… market?

a. Oligopoly

b. Duopoly

c. Monopoly

d. Monopsony
A



Oligopoly markets are markets dominated by a small number of suppliers.

They can be found in all countries and across a broad range of sectors.

What is oligopoly example?

National mass media and news outlets are a prime example

of an oligopoly, with the bulk of U.S. media outlets owned

by just four corporations:2. AT&T (T) Comcast (CMCSA)

Walt Disney (DIS)



What is duopoly with example?

In a duopoly, two competing businesses control the

majority of the market sector for a particular product or

service they provide. For example, Coca-Cola and Pepsi

represent a duopoly because the two firms control almost

the entire market for cola beverages.



The classic example of a MONOPSONY is a company

coal town, where the coal company acts the sole employer

and therefore the sole purchaser of labor in the town



D
3:-An indifference curve for an individual consumer represented

graphically?

a. The quantity of one good which is equal to the quantity of another

good?

b. The way in which a consumer spends his income on 2 goods?

c. The possible combination of 2 goods which he can buy with his

income?

d. Combinations of two goods, which have the same marginal utility







B

4:-Which of the below actions will not be consistent with good

management?

a. Increased synchronization of cash flows

b. Minimize the use of float

c. Maintaining an average cash balance equal to that is required as a

compensating balance or that which minimizes T. Cost

d. Use of checks and drafts in disbursing funds



C

5:-When demand is elastic?

a. A fall in price more than offset by an increase in quantity demanded, so that T.

Revenue rises

b. The goods are probably a necessity, so the price has little effect on quantity

demanded

c. A rise in price will increase T. Revenue even though less is sold

d. Buyers are not much influenced by prices of competing products



An elastic demand is one in which the change in

quantity demanded due to a change in price is large.

An example of products with an elastic demand

is consumer durables. These are items that are purchased

infrequently, like a washing machine or an automobile,

and can be Postponed if price rises.



6:-The taxation and public expenditure policy is 

known as?

a. Fiscal Policy

b. Monetary policy

c. Trade policy

d. Pricing policies

C



7:-If Receipts and Expenditures of the Central Government as

per Budget 2021-22 are as given below?

1. Revenue Receipts – 1374203

2. Tax Revenue – 1101372

3. Non-Tax Revenue – 272831

4. Capital Receipts – 600991

5. Other Receipts – 47743

Find: Total Receipts

a. 2475575

b. 2248025

c. 1975194

d. 1750106

C



C

8:-Which of the following is not a credit risk?

a. Unwillingness of a customer to meet her commitment relating to a

financial transaction with the bank

b. Inability of the customer to reimburse bank in case of invocation

of a guarantee or devolvement of an L.C

c. Loss to the bank due to fraud

d. Inability of a customer to meet her commitment relating to a

financial transaction with the bank



D

9:-Mark the incorrect statement?

a. No target is given to domestic banks for small enterprise

advances

b. No target is given for agriculture advances in for the

foreign banks

c. Export credit doesn’t form a part of the priority sector for

domestic banks

d. Export credit doesn’t form a part of the priority sector for

foreign banks



D

10:-The target given for advances to weaker sections in

percentage of ANBC?

a. 10% for domestic banks

b. 12% for foreign banks

c. No target for domestic banks

d. 10% for foreign banks







A

11:-According to Marshall, the basis of consumer surplus is ?

a. Law of diminishing marginal utility

b. Law of equi-marginal utility

c. Law of proportions

d. All of the above



C
13:-Monetary policy affects?

a.Inflation only

b.Output only

c.Both inflation and output

d.Neither inflation nor output



B

14:-A restrictive monetary-fiscal policy is a good way to 

deal with ?

a. Demand—shift inflation

b. Any short of inflation that occurs when the economy

falls below full employment

c. Demand—pull inflation

d. Cost—push inflation



15:-For most consumers apples and oranges are substitute

goods. Therefore, we would expect a rise in the price of

apples to lead to?

a. A rightward shift in the demand curve of oranges

b. A leftward shift in the supply curve of apples

c. A downward change in the demand curve of oranges

d. A fall in the price of oranges

A



B

16-The term" balance of trade" means?

(i) Difference between exports & imports.

(ii) Net Exports including merchandise.

(iii) The difference between the cost of the imports and

exports of a country

a. Only (i) and (ii)

b. Only (i) and (iii)

c. Only (ii) and (iii)

d. (i), (ii) and (iii)



D

17:-Devaluation means?

a. Fall in Marginal utility of Money

b. Fall in printing of currency

c. Risk in black money

d. Fall in the value ofmoney in terms of foreign currency



D

18:-Mr. Ram is working in ABC Corp., since last 30 years. Now

he is at an age of 59 due to his old age he is unable to complete

his social and biological roles and feeling unwanted and

uselessness, the condition of Mr. Ram is said to be?

A. GUILT

B. INFERIORITY

C. ISOLATION

D. DISPAIR



19:-The economy, in which the government does not interfere at

all in economic decisions, is called a ____economy.

a. Market economy

b. Capitalistic economy

c. Laissez-faire economy

d. Command economy

C



20:-Which of the following is correct arrangement on the basis of

types of the definition and the said persons regarding Economics?

a. Smith's definition - Wealth Definition of Economics.

b. Prof. Alfred Marshal - Scarcity Definition of Economics

c. Prof. Lionel Robbins - Welfare Definition of Economics

d. Both A and B

A



DETAILED SOLUTION

The correct arrangements of definitions and the said persons are: 

Smith's definition is called as Wealth Definition of Economics. 

Prof. Alfred Marshal is called Welfare Definition of Economics. 

Prof. Lionel Robbins is called Scarcity Definition of Economics.



21:-If the cost of commodity A was Rs. 125 in the month of January. The quantity

demanded in January was 15 while the quantity supplied was 17. While in the month

of February the cost becomes Rs. 120 due to the demand of the commodity rising to

25 while the supply was at 20.

What will be the impact on the Pressure of pricing in the month of February?

a. Neutral/No pressure

b. Downward Pressure

c. Upward Pressure

d. Can't be determined

C



B

22:-Which among the following is correct about the Demand Schedule?

a. The demand schedule is also called as the Demand curve.

b. The demand schedule shows the relationship between the price and quantity

bought by the consumers.

c. The graphical representation of the demand schedule is called as the Demand

Curve.

d. All of the above.



As we know:-

The demand schedule is nothing but a representation through which we

can analyse the relationship between the price of the object and the

quantity of the object bought by the consumer. It is also called as the

Demand curve.

Hence, above mentioned all the points are correct in reference to the

Demand Schedule.



23:-Which among the following is correct about Currency with public?

a. Currency with Public = Currency in circulation - Cash held by banks

b. Currency with Public = Currency in circulation + Cash held by banks

c. Currency with Public = Currency in circulation Cash held by banks

d. Currency with Public = Currency in circulation + 2* Cash held by

banks

A



D

24:-Among the given types of consumer indexes which one is an 

incorrect type of consumer index?

a. CPI IN

b. CPI RW

c. CPI AW

d. CPI PL



DETAILED SOLUTION

(a) CPI IN is used for industry

(b) CPI RW is used for rural

(c) CPI AW is used for agriculture

(d) CPI PL- There is no such CPI.



C

25:-If the value of Broad money and narrow money for XYZ Finance

bank is 15000 crores and 12000 crores respectively. What will be value of

M2 for XYZ Financial bank if saving deposit of post office savings bank

is 2500 crores?

a. 15500 crores

b. 14000 crores

c. 14500 crores

d. 2500 crores



B

26:-If the value of M4 for the company is 3500 crores while the value of

broad money for the same company is 3250 crores. What will be the

value of NSC for the same company if the value of all deposit with post

office saving bank including NSC is 620 crores?

a. 350 crores

b. 370 crores

c. 420 crores

d. 320 crores



DETAILED SOLUTION

As we know that

Broad money = M3

And, M4 = M3 + all deposit with post office savings bank including 

NSC - NSC 

=>NSC = M3 + all deposit with post office savings bank including 

NSC - M4 

NSC = 3250 + 620 - 3500 = 3870-3500 = 370 crores



C

27:-Which among the following is not correctly matched?

a. IS curve - Classical theory

b. LM curve - Liquidity theory of interest

c. LM curve - Classical theory

d. All are correctly matched



D

28:-Which among is correct about the interest as per J M

Keynes?

A:-Interest is totally a time phenomenon.

B:-Rate of interest is purely monetary phenomenon.

C:-Rate of interest is determined by Demand for money and 

supply of money.

D:-Both b and c



B

29:-If the value of M2 for XYZ Finance bank is 1000 crores. What

will be the total amount of saving deposit of post office savings bank

for XYZ Finance bank if the value of narrow money is 800 crores?

a. 100 crores

b. 200 crores

c. 250 crores

d. 18000 crores



As per data,

Narrow money = M1 = 800 crores

We have,

M2 = M1 + saving deposit of post office 

savings bank

So, value of saving deposit of post office 

savings bank = M2 - M1

=>Saving deposit of post office savings 

bank = 1000+800 = 200 crores.



30:-Bank rates are often changes by the central bank

for controlling which of the following?

a. Controlling of money supply.

b. For increasing cash reserve ration

c. For increasing the SLR

d. All of the above

A



31:-Deposits like fixed deposits, cash certificates come under

the category of?

a. Demand Liabilities

b. Time Liabilities

c. Money Liabilities

d. All of the above

The Correct Answer is B

B



A

32:-Which of the following is correct formula for finding the GNI at market price?

a. Gross national Income at Market Price = GDP at Market Price + Taxes less subsidies on

production and imports (net receivable from abroad + Compensation of Employees (Net

Receivables from abroad) + Property income (Net receivables from abroad)

b. Gross national Income at Market Price = GDP at Market Price + Taxes less subsidies on

production and imports (net receivable from abroad

c. Gross national Income at Market Price = GDP at Market Price + Taxes less subsidies on

production and imports (net receivable from abroad + Compensation of Employees (Net

Receivables from abroad)

d. Gross national Income at Market Price = GDP at Market Price + Compensation of

Employees (Net Receivables from abroad) + Property income (Net receivables from abroad)



A

33:-Which of the following is correct formula for finding the

GDP at expenditure method?

a. GDP =C+I+G+(X-M)

b. GDP =C+I+G+(X + M)

c. GDP =C+I+G - (X + M)

d. GDP =C+I+G - (X - M)



DETAILED SOLUTION

As we know that,

By consumption method, GDP can be calculated as:

GDP= Consumption + Gross Investment + 

Government Spending + (Exports- Imports) GDP = 

C+I+G+(X-M)




